**Surgery:**
1. Fill in patient information on designated section at bottom of bag.
2. Place specimen inside bag, centering it on top of grid.
3. Seal bag and transport to Radiology for imaging.

**Radiology:**
1. DO NOT OPEN - keep specimen inside bag.
2. Center specimen on grid by manipulating through the bag.
3. Place AccuGrid on mammography unit, apply light compression and take radiograph.
4. Transport specimen to Pathology with copy of specimen radiograph.

**Pathology:**
1. Note recorded grid coordinates of specimen.
2. Cut open and remove bag.
3. Use specimen radiograph and grid coordinates to identify area of concern.
4. Ink margins and section right on grid if desired.

**Warnings and Precautions:**
- Non-Sterile
- Do Not Reuse
- Observe Biohazard Procedures, Dispose of Properly
- Open or puncture only in biohazard safe environment
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